CATNIP CRITTERS!

Materials:

- Old socks
- Fabric scraps
- Dried Catnip
- Fabric Markers

Instructions:

1. Fill toe of sock with fabric scraps
2. Add a teaspoon of dried catnip and massage it to distribute it throughout filling
3. Tie a knot in the sock to secure filling. If the sock is long, you can add more filling and catnip, tie another knot, and repeat as desired.
4. Draw faces or designs on socks as desired
5. You have creative options regarding the end of the socks; cut short fringe, or cut longer strips and make braids!

Notes:

Please do not sew or glue on any buttons, beads or felt pieces. Cats can chew on them and ingest them. For the same reason, please only knot the sock itself, do not tie them with strings, yarn, or ribbon.

❖ Got a really long sock? Try making two knots to have two catnip deposits!
❖ Got a sock with a hole in the toe? Try tying a knot down around the toe first, to seal off the hole, and then see if you can still make a catnip critter sock!